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Perfect for children ages 6 and 7, this workbook supports the expanding geography skills of first

graders and contains curriculum-aligned exercises on topics including the seven continents, the 50

states, capitals and large cities, mapping a neighborhood, and more.Level by level, the write-in DK

Workbooks: Geography series offers at-home practice that kids actually enjoyÃ¢â‚¬â€•making them

ideal supplements to schoolwork. Designed to support curriculum standards, this series is

developed with leading educational experts to build confidence and understanding.Each leveled

workbook, for children ages 3Ã¢â‚¬â€œ9, is packed with activities and challenges, offering the

beneficial repetition and cumulative learning that lead to mastery. Fact boxes on each page give a

simple overview of the topics being covered, review the basics, and often offer an example of the

task at hand. The exercises themselves reinforce key geography topics including map reading,

compass directions, continents, countries and states, borders, bodies of water, and more.
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I am using the workbook DK Workbooks: Geography, First Grade to supplement our first grade

homeschool social studies lessons. The 60-page workbook topics include map reading, compass

directions, continents, countries and states, borders, bodies of water, and more. Although not

important to me, the workbook supports the Common Core State Standards. The workbook builds

on the skills learned with in the kindergarten level edition. My only complaint it that, like all DK



Workbooks, the pages are glossy and difficult to write on.

I used this with my home-schooled first-grader who really enjoyed it. It's rather too easy, but I

thought it would be helpful to ensure I didn't forget any important topics. And you can speed through

it very quickly. We usually do four pages a day and will be moving on to the second grade version.

There's an included tally sheet of the page topics and gold stars. I have my son dole out his own

stars after each session and he enjoys that, as well as doing all the work in colored pencil.If your

child is a stickler for following the directions to a T and you feel you don't have time to allow for slow,

tedious coloring pages, this may not be for you, as there are several pages that are easy, but take

forever to color with pencil.

Geography? Intimidating for a homeschool mama! But this has opened up some really awesome

conversations and helped spur on ideas for games. There are also complimentary resources on

Pinterest!

I feel for a first grader, the presentation of the subject could have been better. For many, this is a

new subject and it would be nice if it were to feel and look exciting. The pages are black and white

and when I think Geography, I think color- especially for a first grader!

Awesome workbook! My son just finished kindergarten and is going into first grade. These are a

challenge but not frustrating for him. Excellently put together.

The reward system, is a star sticker for EVERY SINGLE PAGE THAT HAS BEEN FINISHED!

Cheapens the "reward system" IMHO. Great content though, just not enough repetition/practicing of

each concept.

Love the information, just a little disappointed that the pictures are not in color. My son is only 4 and

cannot hold attention span to look at this without pictures.

Great, independent study book for our 6 year old.
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